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RETAINING
WALLS

Retaining walls hold up the roads you drive on every day.
They create space in your yard, protect your town from
flooding, and safeguard your bridges from erosion. Over
time, you’ve come to expect a lot out of retaining walls.
The problem is, good looking options that are easy to
build are hard to find.
At Redi-Rock®, we knew we needed to bridge this gap, to
break through the realm of ordinary retaining walls to create
something different. Something that looks great, is easy to
design, installs quickly, and will stand the test of time.
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REDI-ROCK WALLS ARE:
SIMPLE

You loved playing with Lego blocks as a kid, right? Then
you understand how Redi-Rock works. These one-ton
blocks interlock using a knob and groove, making them
fast to install using an excavator.

Tested & Proven

Redi-Rock walls have been used on thousands of projects around the world since 2000. You can find them
on major highways, critical bridges, beautiful parks,
stormwater channels, residential projects, and more.

YOUR COMPLETE WALL SOLUTION
Industry-leading gravity and reinforced options
give you the flexibility you need to create a custom
solution for your project.
GRAVITY WALLS
Like Atlas, these massive blocks
literally hold up the earth
Huge, one-ton Redi-Rock blocks rely on the
sheer size and weight of each block to hold
back the earth.
The Redi-Rock Gravity System:

VERSATILE

•

Utilizes different width blocks to optimize your wall

•

Minimizes excavation

•

Features multiple batter options to allow taller walls

There are a variety of blocks in the Redi-Rock arsenal—
which makes it easy to design exactly what you need for
your next project. It’s simple to design corners, curves,
tiered walls, and walls with multiple setback options. You
can also accent your project with coordinating columns,
steps, and caps to create a cohesive, finished look.

REINFORCED WALLS
Superior connection strength with the
Positive Connection (PC) System
Redi-Rock PC blocks feature a vertical core in the
center of the block, through which 12 inch (300
millimeter) wide strips of geogrid are installed.
The Redi-Rock PC System:
 tilizes a corrosion-free reinforcement system
U
without special connection components
• Increases wall height with highly-efficient use of
geosynthetic reinforcement requirements
• Provides superior seismic performance over other
geosynthetic reinforced wall systems
•

BEAUTIFUL

With Redi-Rock, you can choose from multiple textures
that are cast in molds taken from real stone:

Ledgestone

Cobblestone

Limestone

Contact your local manufacturer for texture and color options!

Visit redi-rock.com today to get a quote!
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